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Introduction

Ming ceramics are among the most widely admired ceramics in the world. From the  rst 
blue and white porcelains and celadon stonewares seen in Europe, to the technologically 
advanced monochromes of the early 15th century and the sophisticated polychromes of the 
Chenghua period (1465–87), this category of ceramics is extensive and diverse. As everyday 
objects and ‘works of art’, Ming ceramics have also been collected and consumed continu-
ously since the Ming period (1368–1644) itself, both within China and elsewhere. In conse-
quence, Ming porcelains and stonewares can be seen in most museum and public collections 
of Chinese art worldwide. They also appear regularly in the literature of ‘Chinese art’, in 
commercial sales of Chinese ceramics and other objects, and in visual representations of 
things Chinese.

Ming ceramics are therefore a well-established category of Chinese ceramics, and one 
which now has a relatively long history in both connoisseurship and scholarly studies of 
ceramics, both in China and elsewhere.1 In Chinese history, certain Ming-period ceramics 
have been praised and singled out by collectors from the Ming period onwards and ceramic 
archaeology has been dominated by sites dating from the Ming period, such as the imperial 
kilns at Jingdezhen and the multiple sites for Longquan ware in Zhejiang province.2 As a 
result, there are numerous studies of most aspects of Ming ceramics and Ming ceramics 
appear in the canonical historiographies of both Chinese ceramics and Chinese art in general, 
in Chinese and other languages. More recently, Chinese ceramics of the Ming period have 
begun to be used as data for studies of worldwide commodity exchanges, which position 
Ming ceramics, especially porcelain, as a signi  cant factor in the development of global 
economic activity in what is known as the early modern world.3 In these studies, Ming por-
celain, and that of the succeeding Qing period (1644–1911), is seen to have had a signi  cant 
impact on world cultures as a consequence of global consumption.

Most of the existing literature in various languages on Ming ceramics consists of 
surveys of individual objects, such as in museum or exhibition catalogues focusing on Ming 
ceramics, or selected studies of the remains of Ming pieces from archaeological sites. In 
conjunction with the use of Chinese porcelain as an exemplar in world history texts, the 
English-and European-language literature further presents a view of Ming ceramics which 
is object-or material-focused and is essentially outward-looking, such that we can identify a 
wide range of Ming characteristics in ceramics of that period and we can describe the impact 
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of Ming ceramics on other cultures. However, as a result of this outward focus, we have 
very little information about the impact of consumption, in all forms and locations, on Ming 
ceramics themselves. This is not surprising, because the standard methodologies for ceramic 
studies, Chinese or otherwise, are those of art history or archaeology, and now perhaps 
‘world history’, which all assume a  xed identity for the objects concerned. Ming ceramics 
are de  ned simply as Chinese ceramics of the Ming period, wherever and whenever they 
were or are encountered. While this approach is satisfactory in many ways, it does leave us 
with a problem when we encounter unusual phenomena. To take one particular case, how 
do we explain the transformation of Ming porcelain objects into the literary and colloquial 
concept of ‘the Ming vase’? Today it is not unusual to have any object of antiquity or high 
market value (or even a person) described as ‘precious as a Ming vase’, but the origins of 
this concept have so far remained unexplored.

This conceptual transformation is not the only one that resulted from global consump-
tion of Ming ceramics. Certain Ming porcelains were physically transformed into different 
objects or even visual imagery, sometimes to such an extent that the original forms or designs 
were completely obscured. The most familiar example of this can be seen in the ‘mounting’ 
of Ming ceramics, that is the application of metal supports or appendages to reshape or 
revalue sometimes relatively ordinary (by Chinese standards) pieces. This physical trans-
formation, destructive in its methods, also often resulted in a new identity for the Chinese 
pieces—a bottle could become a ewer, for example, or a bowl become a tazza. Either way, 
whether intellectually or physically, there are well-known instances of the transformation of 
Ming ceramics that at present are simply  tted into general object surveys but that—with a 
little creative thinking—can be seen as part of a wider process of identity change which has 
yet to be recognized as such, not just in Chinese ceramics but in collected objects in general. 
This also requires us to think about objects from a different perspective, using methodolo-
gies from anthropology and sociology, for example, rather than art history and archaeology.

The notion of object identity and the possibility of change over time and place is one 
which emerged with studies of object biographies, such as in The Social Life of Things,4 

and some cultural historians have worked on the development and conceptions of ‘art’ as 
an object category, particularly with reference to what used to be called ‘ethnographic’ 
material.5 But few have looked at the impact of such transformation on the actual object. 
It is a fact that identity transformations often involve manipulation, whether physical or 
conceptual, and ‘Ming vases’ are just one example. Another is the process of becoming an 
‘antique’, which Baudrillard characterized as a mythological transformation and a form of 
marginalisation.6 However, with Ming porcelain, such a transformation is but one aspect 
of what might better be characterized as a transculturative process where a new ‘culture’ is 
created through encounters between two others.7

The idea of transculturation is normally associated with human cultures, not objects, but 
its tenets might provide a way of understanding the impact of other cultures, and human 
agency, on Ming ceramics, and thereby their different identities across time and place. The 
‘Ming vase’ is part of the history of Ming ceramics, but until now, there has been no way 
to characterize this. As this book will demonstrate, the concepts and identities associated 
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with Ming ceramics evolved from the consumption and reception of actual objects and is 
a process which is closely associated with location, both geographical and cultural. Rather 
than a survey of selected individual objects, therefore, of which there are many excellent 
ones in print, this book looks at the meaning of Ming ceramics, particularly porcelain, in 
the various locations in which they were consumed and how this movement across cultures 
has an impact on their reception, appropriation, and most importantly, interpretation, thus 
transforming their identity. It is not a global history of Ming porcelain, though this topic is 
addressed generally, nor is it a catalogue of a particular collection. The individual porcelains 
discussed here are referenced as part of a wider narrative about the construction of object 
identities, and the role of humans within this.

As the history presented here is neither linear nor comprehensive, a broadly chronological 
but categorical structure has been chosen to give the narrative some direction. In chapter 
one, the origins and nature of Ming porcelains as ceramics of Ming China are explored, in 
order to establish what these objects meant in their culture of origin and some of the ways 
in which they were appreciated in Ming-dynasty China. The next chapter examines what 
happened to these ceramics when they left China during and shortly after the Ming period. 
Without giving a history of the export trade, which has already been presented elsewhere,8 
this chapter instead examines examples of the impact of local appropriative practices on the 
reception of these objects and how this changes their identity from Chinese to local material 
culture. In chapter three, the most radical transformation of Ming ceramics is explored, from 
actual object to invented concept, suggesting a chronology for the development of the literary 
and colloquial motif of ‘the Ming vase’. This transformation is the most extreme because it 
involves a complete rejection of the materiality of the original object, in order to invent a new 
concept which re  ected (and still re  ects) the values and prejudices of early 20th century 
Anglo-American society. In spite of this transformation, the original object nonetheless still 
exists in parallel with its linguistic alter ego in what Becker de  ned as the art world,9 part of 
a social system that is now, for Chinese objects at least, ‘global’ in its widest sense. It is this 
last, but perhaps not  nal, identity for Ming ceramics which is considered in chapter four.

Ultimately, the basic thesis of this book is that objects, in particular Ming porcelains, have 
more than just ‘social lives’. They also have what might be called ‘cultural lives’ in the sense 
that objects can change their identities as often as humans do, and the ways in which this is 
effected can reveal much about the societies in which the changes take place. Objects have 
agency but so do humans in their treatment of objects. As this book will demonstrate, an 
object can be transformed physically as well as conceptually, consequently having an impact 
on many aspects of human cultural life. At the same time, a category of object can be treated 
in different ways within the same society and time period, as we will see.

The conceptual landscape for this book is grounded therefore in several different dis-
ciplines, including the author’s own, art history. In order to reveal the processes of object 
identity transformation in the case of Ming porcelain, it was necessary to delve into literary 
history and theory, world history and its issues, as well as cultural anthropology and sociol-
ogy. The focus nonetheless is on a type of object, whether actual or imagined, so that object 
studies form the foundations of the arguments presented. It is entirely possible that some key 
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tenets of other scholarly disciplines have been mis-or re-interpreted in ways which might 
seem cavalier; but the intention is to suggest a new way of looking at a group of very familiar 
but not well-understood objects from China, and, by extension, a new, more comprehensive 
approach to object study.



Introduction

In Ming China, porcelain was an important domestic product that was consumed at all levels 
of society. It was also exported and given as foreign tribute, collected and written about 
by Chinese consumers; its manufacture created and supported a vast industry employing 
thousands. Large quantities of Ming-period porcelain survive today, and its production sites 
have been extensively excavated. Much therefore is known about the mechanics of Ming 
porcelain but rarely is it considered as a manufactured product that can illuminate aspects 
of Ming daily life and economics. Instead, Ming porcelain objects are traditionally studied 
as works of art and thus subjected to the hierarchies and methodologies associated with the 
history of art.1 Certainly, it was long assumed that this was a primary way in which Ming 
porcelains were appreciated in Ming China, but that raises several other problems, not least 
the necessity to de  ne the term ‘art’ in a Ming Chinese context, and the position of ceramics 
within this. Such de  nition has been undertaken elsewhere,2 and it is in fact but a minor 
aspect of the consumption of porcelain in Ming China.

With a view to situating porcelain in the wider context of Ming culture, here we will 
focus, instead, on porcelain in general, rather than exclusively on individual porcelain 
objects, an approach to history-making which is inherently problematic. Where individual 
porcelains are signi  cant for our discussion, they will of course be given due consideration. 
What follows is a study of the major themes associated with porcelain in the culture of Ming 
China. This provides a starting point and background for the primary focus of this book: how 
and why Ming porcelain was transformed outside of China.

Porcelain Manufacture and Technology in Ming China

Location: Jingdezhen and Its Porcelain

As a ceramic, the fundamental factors concerning and underpinning Ming porcelain are its 
materials, production and manufacture. Generally speaking, ceramic objects are the product 
of the transformation of one material, clay, into another, ceramic. Technology is a key factor 
in the visual appearance of porcelain objects and, therefore, their appreciation and analysis. It 

1

Porcelain in Ming China (14th–17th centuries)
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is also very much characterized by location. In Ming China, porcelain was made at a number 
of different locations, but its production was centred at Jingdezhen in Jiangxi province, 
southeast China. By the Ming period, this location already had been producing ceramics 
for one thousand years and speci  cally porcelain wares since at least the 10th century.3 The 
earliest porcelains from Jingdezhen were of a different chemical structure4 but by the early 
Ming period, the body material consisted of locally-sourced kaolin (china clay) plus china 
stone, with a glaze based on glaze stone and glaze ash in varying proportions.5 This com-
bination produced a hard, strong and translucent porcelain that would set the standard for 
porcelain production and connoisseurship worldwide.

Jingdezhen was chosen (and was successful) as a production site because it was well-
located for raw materials, fuel and transportation. It became, in fact, the ‘porcelain city’, 
which it is still designated today. The study of Jingdezhen, its history, economy, and society 
has proved to be of interest in multiple  elds of scholarship,6 not just art history, because 
a signi  cant amount of relevant data survives from the Ming period and later which can 
tell us much about this area’s economic and social development.7 The study of Jingdezhen 
also illuminates important innovations in China’s technology. For example, it was here that 
certain new kiln designs were pioneered and implemented, mineral technologies developed, 
and mechanized production methods introduced into a large-scale workshop or factory 
system that pre-dated similar such developments in Europe.8 The volume of production at 
Jingdezhen in the Ming period is notable, especially at certain periods in the 16th century, 
surpassing all other contemporary ceramic production sites in China. For example, in 1547 
(Jiajing 嘉靖26年), over 120,000 porcelains were ordered for the court.9

Because Jingdezhen is so well documented and excavated, the traditional historiography of 
Ming porcelain focuses on what was produced at Jingdezhen rather than other locations; this 
is reinforced by the high proportion of Jingdezhen porcelain in the export trade and overseas 
markets. Nonetheless, much of the Chinese porcelain from the Ming period which survives 
today, within China or elsewhere, was indeed made at Jingdezhen and this apparent domi-
nance is based on evidence from surviving pieces as well as from archaeology. The other pro-
duction sites for porcelain in the Ming period include, for example, a number of locations in 
Fujian province, which produced Dehua or ‘blanc de chine’ ware and ‘Swatow’ or Zhangzhou 
ware at Pinghe and other sites.10 However, these are rarely classi  ed as ‘Ming porcelain’ in a 
collective sense because Jingdezhen porcelain occupies such a central position.

Domestic Markets, Distribution and Classi  cation

The position of ceramics in Ming China is also de  ned by their role in the Ming economy and 
commerce. Thus it is important to remember that one reason southern porcelain became such 
a successful product in Ming China and beyond is the geographical location of Jingdezhen 
and its proximity to excellent raw materials and transport links. It was also situated in a 
region which was characterized by active merchants and a highly developed trade network. 
As a result, Jingdezhen has been described as ‘one of the  rst great industrial centres in 
China, and probably one of the earliest in the world’, hence its popularity as a model for 
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studies of global exchange and economics.11 Ming Jingdezhen became an industrial centre 
when both the quantity and quality of production increased dramatically.12 While many 
have ascribed this to practical factors such as raw materials, labour supply, management, 
etc., Michael Dillon has demonstrated that the local transportation system and access to a 
nationwide marketing network, especially Jingdezhen’s position within the well-studied and 
successful Huizhou merchant community, were equally if not more important.13 Crucially, 
Jingdezhen was located on the river Chang which connected it to main arteries of river trans-
port.14 Through this, Jingdezhen ceramics were transported all over China and the world, as 
we will see in the next chapter.

It is signi  cant that Jingdezhen had been a market town (zhen 镇) before becoming an 
industrial centre; it had also been a distribution centre for ceramics produced in other local 
regions. Even before the Ming period, it was a location for ceramic production as well as 
commerce.15 The marketing network thus established revolved around the guilds, and these 
in turn were managed by brokers overseeing warehousemen and wholesalers.16 Much of this 
activity was private and separate from the section of Jingdezhen that was given over to state-
controlled production, that of the of  cial or ‘imperial’ kilns.

The state could and did impose taxes on Jingdezhen production, products and producers 
which is why much helpful data survives in the form of local gazetteers or difangzhi 地方志 
compiled by local magistrates.17 One of the most detailed with respect to Jingdezhen is the 
Jiangxi sheng dazhi 江西省大志.18 In another example, written just after the end of the Ming 
period, the commerce of Jingdezhen was described in the 1682 gazetteer Fuliang xianzhi 浮
梁县志 as follows:

… There is one town, Jingde, a large urban area in the south of the county [Fuliang county].

As for its line of business, this is where the potters and the ceramics traders are … Boats and 
carts crowd together here, merchants and traders rush about, people from the  ve directions 
mingle, all spreading out their wares, so numerous it is truly magni  cent!19

A gazetteer for Hejian states: ‘The salt merchants come from Cangzhou and Tianjin, 
the wood merchants from Zhending. Those who sell porcelain and lacquerware come from 
Raozhou and Huizhou’, 20 thus con  rming the Huizhou connection and demonstrating how, 
for the Ming government at least, porcelain was commodi  ed. There is even textual evidence 
from the merchants themselves, in the form of merchants’ manuals, as Anne Gerritsen has 
pointed out.21 In one of these the route from Huizhou to Jingdezhen is clearly described.22

Thus as part of the successful Huizhou network and as a sprawling market town, 
Jingdezhen exploited the locally available raw materials to make a product that could 
be widely and easily distributed and, crucially, was desirable both at home and abroad. 
Consumers of this porcelain included members of the court and the scholarly classes. It is 
through the writings of the latter that we  nd information (albeit limited) about how much 
some porcelains and ceramics cost once they got to market. As Clunas has noted, relatively 
speaking, porcelain was cheap for wealthy people in the Ming period. It was also for the 
most part used in quantity rather than as individual items for upper class daily life activities. 
In the 1562 inventory of a Ming of  cial whose belongings were con  scated after he was 
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found to be corrupt, porcelains are listed as large groups of items such as incense burners, 
bowls,  ower pots, etc.23 These represent huge amounts of tablewares which were probably 
therefore used for entertaining and events such as feasts. What is very interesting, but to 
this author’s knowledge not mentioned elsewhere, is that, according to a Ming text cited by 
Clunas, ceramics for such uses were available for rental much as they are today in the West.24

While this indicates that much Jingdezhen porcelain was unremarkable, even within the 
Ming period certain taxonomical conventions existed (and are still used) which are related to 
the standards established for writing about Chinese objects, both in Chinese and other lan-
guages. One of the most prominent of these conventions is the use of imperial reign periods 
to periodise the ceramics.25 Thus the porcelain traditionally is named after, or classi  ed by, 
the reign period in which it was made, such as ‘Ming dynasty, Chenghua period (1465–87)’ 
明成化. [Fig.1.1] Of  cial porcelain was made at Jingdezhen from the very  rst Ming reign 
period, that of the Hongwu emperor 洪武 (1368–98), during which time commissions were 
sent from the court on a regular basis to kilns and workshops set aside for what is tradition-
ally called ‘imperial production’.26 As a result, most surviving Ming porcelain objects today 
are classi  ed in Chinese using a binary system such as ‘imperial’ 官 (guan)/‘non-imperial’ 民
窑 (minyao; ‘folk ware’ or ‘commercial’), ‘domestic’ 国内 (guonei)/‘export’ 国外 (guowai), 
demonstrating that production is de  ned by consumer type in the literature. This was not 
necessarily the case during the Ming, however, when the broad classi  cation ‘imperial’ was 
used differently.27 Instead, speci  c reign periods were mentioned in the cultural literature, 
such as ‘Xuande’ 宣德 (1426–35) or ‘Yongle’ 永乐 (1403–24), with reference to some 
ceramics and other objects.28

Certainly, those porcelains made at what today are often misleadingly called ‘the imperial 
kilns’ 御器厂 (yuqichang) were, in the early 15th century, given a trademark which desig-
nated (in theory at least) separate production and raw materials. This trademark, or ‘reign 
mark’, also appears on other of  cial products of the period, including metalwork and lacquer 
ware.29 But whether it was used exclusively at only those designated kilns at Jingdezhen is 
not known, especially because records attest that in some periods demand from the court 
was such that ‘imperial’ production had to be contracted out to non-of  cial kilns which may 
have been able to apply the reign mark.30 In any case, we can only guess at the purpose of 
the reign mark. Instead of being an indicator of quality and exclusiveness, as it is interpreted 
today, could it have been a way of identifying commissioned pieces? Similar inscriptions on 
earlier ceramics suggest that this might be the case. For example, the inscription on some 
10th-century Ding wares reads guan 官 (‘of  cial’) or xin guan 新官 (‘new of  cial’); we 
might point also to the functional inscriptions on the ceramic  gures in what is known as the 
‘terracotta army’.31

The reign mark also may have been a way of designating or separating those porcelains 
that were made using separate raw materials, as there are references in Ming and later texts 
to the ring-fencing of certain raw materials for exclusive use at ‘imperial’ kilns, the clays 
being called guan tu 官土 or ‘of  cial clay’ in Ming texts.32 A precedent for this can been seen 
in the production of Ru ware during the Northern Song period (960–1127) when imperial 
orders were supplied from pre-existing kilns and these orders speci  ed the use of particular 
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raw materials.33 For the most part the raw materials for Ming porcelain made at Jingdezhen 
were sourced locally, but at times they were brought in from further a  eld as good-quality 
supplies diminished.34 This occurred at various times during the Ming period, most notably 
during the reign of the Jiajing emperor (1522–66) when extravagant court orders were dif-
 cult to  ll without contracting out production and searching more widely for the best raw 

materials. This system of contracting out production was known as guanda minshao 官搭民
烧 (‘of  cial partnership with private kilns’) and was introduced in the 16th century.35

Another interpretation of reign marks is that they designated time:

The reign titles of emperors, and the written characters of the Chinese language that embody 
them, may well be the most widely understood pieces of Ming Chinese outside the Chinese-
speaking world, through their presence on the base of the ceramic vessels that are one of the 
period’s most enduring and widely dispersed physical legacies.36

Such marks thus situate the object within a speci  c time period which in fact would also 
be useful for separating these objects from more general productions of the same factory 
or workshop, which usually are not dated or inscribed. Unlike signatures on individually-
produced works of art, however, reign marks do not singularise a piece, even though today 
the implication is that a ceramic with a reign mark was ‘used by the emperor’. There is no 
avoiding the fact that even marked porcelains from Jingdezhen were essentially mass-pro-
duced, using a range of related materials and manufacturing methods which had the opposite 
effect of standardizing the objects.

Workshops, Makers and Regulation

This standardization began with the raw materials, which, for the imperial kilns at least, were 
controlled. For Jingdezhen porcelain these were kaolin, a white-  ring clay, and porcelain 
stone, a low-clay acidic rock which was also used as a glaze material. To these were added 
mineral pigments for decoration, including techniques discussed in the next section such 
as underglaze painting (using cobalt and copper) and overglaze enamels (with iron, copper 
and manganese). Similar pigments were used for producing monochrome or single-colour 
glazes. During the Ming period, monochrome-glazed porcelains were a popular style and 
were also considered necessary for several types of court commissions, including ceramics in 
dedicated colours for imperial ceremonial altars.37 The colours for certain porcelain products 
were thus highly regulated, in keeping with imperial practice at the time.38 This regulation 
of the appearance and production of imperial luxury products and commodities extended 
in ceramic terms to decoration, the types of motifs and the colours used to paint them. For 
example, there is a uniformity of designs and colours on products found in imperial tombs 
and other locations which suggests that design patterns were used, and it is likely that these 
would have been provided by a drawings of  ce administered by the court.39 Evidence of how 
this itself was regulated can be found in the Da Ming huidian 大明会典 (Collected Statutes 
of the Ming Dynasty), chapter 194, which quotes an order for porcelains sent to Jingdezhen 
in 1433 from the Bureau for Imperial Use requesting the manufacture of 433,500 pieces 
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of porcelain ‘in accordance with patterns to be brought there by an of  cial of the Board of 
Works (Gong bu 工部)’.40 It is through these regulations and their surviving records that 
imperial commissions can be identi  ed, and they are one of the reasons why much is known 
about the design of ‘imperial’ Ming porcelain.41

Along with regulation, production methods were also highly systematized as these 
ceramic products were made in factory or workshop settings, some larger than others, but 
nonetheless, not, as is often (and wishfully) assumed, as individual products of independent 
potters. Apart from the use of the potter’s wheel (human-powered) the factories were not 
mechanized in the same way as European industrial revolution-era factories were. But the 
production process consisted of multiple, consecutive stages manned by different workers 
who performed the same actions all day long—a form of assembly line. That is why we 
can say that the products were standardised and mass-produced. A partly idealized series 
of images of this process and production method was created in the 19th century [Fig. 
1.2].42 However, it was also described in detail (but with later illustrations) in the 1637 text 
Tiangong kaiwu 天工开物 or ‘The Exploitation of the Works of Nature’,43 which is arranged 
as a manual or encyclopaedia of various technologies. For example, in Part II there is a 
chapter on ‘Ceramics’ which describes, minutely but not necessarily accurately, the manu-
facturing processes for tiles, bricks, water jars and white porcelain.44

The nature of factory production is crucial for understanding the status and economics 
of porcelain (and other ceramics) in Ming China. But in Western connoisseurship today, 
the description of Ming porcelain as factory ware is deemed to be a pejorative interpreta-
tion of an exceptionalised type of object, one that is instead a ‘work of art’.45 This relates 
to the disdain accorded to ‘factory-made’ ceramics in early 20th-century Britain by critics 
and studio potters such as Bernard Leach (1887–1979), who were themselves informed by 
the ideals of the Arts and Crafts Movement of the 19th century.46 The present-day attitude 
towards mass-produced ceramics thus presupposes that factory-made products were deemed 
inferior in Ming China as well, but there is, as yet, no evidence of this. In fact, as we will 
see in the next chapter, factory-made objects were often presented as evidence of China’s 
achievements to foreign rulers, with reign-marked pieces given as imperial gifts.47 This is 
partly because the production process was extensive but only partly mechanized and much 
of the power was provided by humans, apart from the  ring in the kilns. Thus many, many 
human workers were required to support this industry, as well as vast quantities of raw mate-
rials, a clear indication of productivity. For example, during the Jiajing reign period, more 
than 10,000 people in Jingdezhen were involved in ceramic production.48

Rather unexpectedly, however, there are references in surviving Ming and Qing texts to 
named potters of the Ming period, not associated with the imperial factory, such as ‘Hao 
nineteen’ 昊十九 and Zhou Danquan 周丹泉.49 The  rst of these potters is mentioned quite 
speci  cally in the diary of Li Rihua 李日华 (1565–1635) whose Weishui xuan riji 味水轩
日记 (Diary from the Water Tasting Studio) was compiled in the early 17th century. The 
diary entries for the years 1609 to 1616 give a glimpse of the lifestyle of a member of the 
educated civil service elite in the later prosperous years of the Ming dynasty.50 Fortunately 
for us, Li was also an artist and collector, so his diary contains much useful information 
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about contemporary collecting activities and practices. Porcelain was part of his collection, 
and he discusses deals made and conversations held with a potter from Jingdezhen referred 
to as ‘Hao nineteen’ (昊十九), although we should be careful with this designation, as it is 
not clear what his actual role in the creation process was. It is unlikely that Hao nineteen was 
one of the lowly staffers who prepared the clay or trimmed the pieces after throwing.

In April 1610 Li noted: ‘Nineteen is a skilled ceramicist. Everything he makes in the 
style of the Yongle, Xuande and Chenghua kilns is near-true. As a person he is elegant, 
enjoys chanting poetry, and likes painting.’51 In the same entry, Li then states that he met 
Hao in the spring of 1598 while buying imperial wares [御用各色窑器] from several kilns 
at Jingdezhen (an interesting admission in itself). ‘Even then his hair was white. I gave him 
an order to make shallow bowls in a  owing mist style [流霞盏], glazed in a secret colour 
that combines cinnabar and lead, and paid him thirty taels in cash. Then I had to leave and 
he promptly forgot all about the bowls with the  owing mist.’ He goes on to say that he had 
received a letter from Hao: ‘Today the letter arrived telling me that Nineteen completed  fty 
items, then gave them to Shen Biehe [沈别贺] to bring to me, but they have disappeared.’52 
According to Timothy Brook, ‘Shen was a notorious hustler from Hangzhou who kept tax 
accounts for one of the princely establishments’.53 As Li notes, ‘None of the gentry will 
have anything to do with him. No surprise that my bowls have  own.’54 Clearly, at least for 
some later Ming consumers of porcelains, contemporary styles were less desirable than those 
of the earlier Ming and it was relatively straightforward to order copies of earlier wares, 
presumably with reign marks. This might help to explain, or at least provide a different 
explanation for, the numerous later Ming porcelains with reign marks of earlier periods, such 
as Xuande or Chenghua, rather than assuming an archaizing trend in design.

Apart from this diary, there is further physical evidence of the existence of Hao who, like 
most ‘potters’ at Jingdezhen, came from a family involved in that industry. His brother, Hao 
the Tenth, also a potter, left behind an intriguing piece of Ming porcelain which hitherto 
has not been noted in any English-language texts, probably because it is not a vessel. In 
the Jiangxi Museum, the province where Jingdezhen is located, is a round blue and white 
porcelain epitaph tablet dedicated to Wu Bangzhen 吴邦振 (aka Hao the Tenth 昊十) which, 
in addition to featuring a long inscription detailing his family tree and the feng shui of the 
burial, is also (as is necessary with such objects) dated to the twenty-fourth year of Wanli 万
历 (1596).55 The existence of such an epitaph tells us that the Wu family was, or professed to 
be, of some importance in Jingdezhen, but this should not be read as the naming of an ‘artist’ 
in the sense of the European notion of the authored ‘masterpiece’. With a few exceptions, 
ceramics at Jingdezhen were not ‘signed’ in the Ming period, unlike some sculptural ceramics 
from workshops in Fujian and Jiangsu. This includes imperial or of  cial Jingdezhen ceramics.

Of  cial ceramic production at Jingdezhen was also discussed in another text which has 
received very little attention in ceramic scholarship but includes an interesting anecdotal 
description of production at Jingdezhen during the Hongzhi 弘治 period (1487–1504). The 
text is an essay called Guan tao shuo 观陶说 (Talks on Looking at Ceramics) by Shao Bao 
邵宝 (1460–1527), who was Minister of the Nanjing Board of Rites (a very prominent 
position) and stationed in Nanchang, Jiangxi province during the late 15th century.56 The 
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essay is informal in nature, like the main text in which it appears. Here he recorded his obser-
vations of production at the of  cial kiln workshops in Jingdezhen during his tenure, listing 
and describing some of the processes involved in production. For example, he says: ‘To 
make vessels from clay is dif  cult! The clay after quarrying in the mountain is just stone. [It 
is then] pounded to become powder, washed with water, levigated through channels, thick-
ened [by soaking up the excess water] with bricks, and mixed well into wet clay. Only then 
can one knead and shape it.’57

At the end of the description of manufacture, Shao compares this process to that of ‘a 
gentleman pursuing moral cultivation in order to become something useful’:

[His] qualities are equivalent to clay; [his] diligent study is equivalent to the pounding; [his] 
cautious attitude is the washing; [his] frugality is the levigation; [his] following righteous-
ness is the drying; [his] practice of earnestness is the kneading; [his] observing rituals is the 
shaping; [his] investigating the essence is the trimming; taking of friends as teachers is the 
grinding; [his] writings of poetry are glazing; manifesting proper deportment is the decorating; 
[his] self-testing and verifying is the removing of the  aws. [This process takes a gentleman] 
10 years for the faster ones, [or] 30 to 40 years for the slower ones. Even then [he] might not 
[have the chance] to look up at the emperor’s gate and enter his service. [He] might even 
end his life in the rustic mountains. So, how do [you] feel about ceramics? I, Bao, have just 
compared ceramics with men, and only then found that [becoming useful] is harder [for men].58

As has been noted by its translator, this text is possibly unique for the analogy it makes 
between Jingdezhen ceramics and the moral self-cultivation of a Confucian gentleman.59 Along 
with the comments from Li’s diary, this suggests that the common assumption held by connois-
seurs today of a general negative opinion of Jingdezhen ceramics among members of the Ming 
scholarly class (in contrast to ‘elegant’ Song stonewares) was perhaps not universal; Jingdezhen 
could be viewed as a location for morally improving craft production, and its objects, particu-
larly the  ner court products and copies thereof, could be appropriate for collecting.

While not noted in the literature, except with reference to two potters, there were also in 
the Ming and Qing periods numerous private kilns and potteries operating in Jingdezhen, 
and this may be where the Wu family name attained its prominence.60 Nonetheless, under the 
Ming administrative system, private artisans were required for a period to also dedicate some 
of their time to working in the imperial factory to ful  l corvée labour requirements.61 The 
imperial factory was of course extensive; according to 19th century texts, there were  fty-six 
kilns operating in 1430 and twenty-three specialized workshops. In the 16th century, there 
were 300 to 500 craftsmen (including potters) employed in this manufacturing complex, 
all with corvée obligations.62 The private sector consisted of family enterprises, like that 
presumably of Wu Bangzhen.63

The other ‘potter’ associated with Jingdezhen whose name comes down to us from the 
Ming is most often noted for his ability to make copies of earlier wares, particularly Song 
ceramics such as Ding ware. Zhou Danquan (  . late 16th–early 17th centuries) is mentioned 
in the Jingdezhen taolu 景德镇陶录 (Records of Jingdezhen Ceramics), which was  rst 
published in 1815 and translated into French and English in the mid-19th and 20th centu-
ries respectively.64 This text will be quoted at length because, although written in the Qing 
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period, it may reveal much about Ming attitudes towards both ceramics and the art market 
and illuminate aspects of contemporary Ming culture.

At the end of the Ming period there were Chen Zhongmei and Zhou Danquan; both were 
skilled in copying antique ware vessels. [Since the wares] were taken to distant places [for 
sale], the people of [Jingde] zhen rarely acquired them. Zhou’s ware is well-known.65

During the Long[qing] and Wan[li] eras, there was a man named Danquan; originally regis-
tered in Wu [Suzhou], he came to Changnan [Jingdezhen]. In making vessels, his was a famous 
hand of the times and he was especially good at copying antique vessels. Every time a famous 
vessel-type was produced, everyone wrangled to buy them. Zhou, however, would reserve the 
best pieces for his own pleasure; the others he took to Su[zhou], Song[jiang], Zhang[zhou] and 
Chen[jiang?] to sell to collectors. Even experts were fooled. His copies of Ding-ware tripods, 
and Ding-ware vessels, of ‘King Wen caldron’ incense burners and libation jars ornamented 
with animal faces and halberd ears, all were so close to the originals as to be without parallel. 
People spent a thousand gold-pieces [to buy his wares] in the competitive market. Even today 
this is still talked about.66

Unlike (so far as we know) Hao Nineteen or Ten, Zhou Danquan specialized in making 
fakes and was recorded as such for posterity. The culture of fakes and collectors will be 
discussed later in this chapter, but it is clear from the mentions of both these ‘potters’ that 
production of porcelain in the Ming was much more complex than is commonly assumed or 
re  ected in the of  cial literature. Neither Hao nor Zhou would likely be considered ‘artist-
craftsmen’ in the modern sense, except perhaps in their obvious production skills. Apart 
from one interesting fact: in the National Palace Museum in Taiwan is a yellow-glazed 
‘archaistic’ porcelain ding which is signed ‘Made by Zhou Danquan’ 周丹泉制.67 [Fig. 1.3] 
This form of signature is unusual in Ming ceramics, as we have seen, because very few 
‘signed’ Ming-period ceramics survive. Most of those with what are assumed to be ‘names’ 
actually have imperial reign marks, which are of course anonymous in their identi  cation. 
Other Ming signed ceramics tend to come from the Dehua kilns in Fujian mentioned earlier, 
where in the late Ming certain sculptors of  gurines signed their work (e.g. He Chaozong 何
朝宗,  . 1522–1612), or the Yixing kilns in Jiangsu province, which were famous for their 
teapots, many of which were sculptural. It is this quality which perhaps lends itself to the 
stated authorship of these ceramics because sculpture is a singular skill much admired in 
other materials (e.g. rhino horn, ivory or silver); it contrasts with the dozens of processes 
often involved in making a standardized ceramic vessel.

Zhou Danquan appears to have signed his work for a different reason—commercial desir-
ability or ‘branding’, if you will. There must therefore have been a market for his particular 
wares, as is attested by the textual references noted above, although this phenomenon is not 
usually noted in traditional historical surveys of ‘Ming ceramics’.68 In Taiwan, the signed 
piece by (presumably) Zhou Danquan is singled out as an important piece in the collection of 
Ming porcelains, but, as we will see in chapter four, that does not mean it was or is admired 
in China as a piece by a master faker. Its prominent position in the National Palace Museum 
collection is also somewhat ironic because this collection was founded with a large supply 
of objects from the former imperial palace in Beijing. Presumably, then, most of the pieces 
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on display were formerly in the imperial collection. The Zhou piece is displayed with other 
later Ming porcelains, including a number with reign marks, thus con  rming its relative 
value today. This type of display of singular ‘masterpieces’ of Ming ceramics reinforces the 
modern assumption that ceramics (especially those designated ‘imperial’) were highly valued 
in Ming China, because such ceramics are valued today. However, it is clear that only some 
ceramics were so valued, when they could become individualized objects through transfor-
mation into collectible antiques, desirable fakes, or containers for gifts—even then they were 
perhaps less valuable than the gift itself.69 For the most part, ceramics in Ming China were 
functional objects made from a readily available, not inherently valuable, material.

Visual Appearance and Reception: Techniques, Decoration and Forms

One might therefore consider the value of ceramics in the Ming period from a different 
perspective, that of aesthetics and associated techniques, especially form and decoration. 
The most visible manifestation of the highly developed technology applied at Jingdezhen, 
and the visual characteristic that made its porcelain so appealing, was its hard white surface 
and the colours and painting which could be and were applied to it. One of the most common 
decorative techniques used in the Ming period was that of underglaze cobalt blue painting. 
[Fig. 1.4] This technique was not technically dif  cult, but it produced a strong visual result 
which had worldwide appeal. ‘Blue and white’, as such wares are popularly known, was 
not a style created in the Ming period (we would have to look back to the Tang dynasty 
(618–907) to trace its origins),70 but it is Ming ‘blue and white’ which was encountered in the 
greatest numbers around the world. It is this material which further stimulated the taste for 
Chinese porcelain (and for China itself, as some have suggested)71 globally.

As it happens, underglaze blue painting is an ideal decorative technique for a mass-
produced product which was transported long distances domestically and worldwide. The 
technique consists of painting pigment directly on to the clay body before  ring. It is there-
fore slightly absorbed by the clay and later protected by a  red glaze layer. As a result, 
the decoration is essentially permanent and extremely durable—like the porcelain material 
itself. However, ‘blue and white’ was not necessarily the only type of porcelain common 
in Ming China, nor was it the most popular with consumers in China. Based on the large 
proportion of polychrome wares recovered in excavations of the Ming levels at Jingdezhen,72 
a decorative technique that appears to have appealed to the Ming Chinese consumer was 
that of overglaze enamel decoration. This technique is more colourful than underglaze blue 
painting; it involved the use of up to  ve colours during the Ming period. It was also a more 
complicated technique because it was a two-step process involving painting underglaze blue 
 rst, either as outlines in the doucai 斗彩 technique [Fig. 1.5] or as highlights in the wucai 
五彩 technique [Fig. 1.6], and then the colours in a separate, additional application on top 
of the glaze. This necessitated two  rings because the  rst  ring was at a high temperature 
for the initial glaze and the second  ring was at a much lower temperature for the over-
glaze enamels. Both doucai and wucai decoration are mentioned in Ming texts, especially 
the highly prized doucai wares of the Chenghua reign period; Chenghua doucai wares are 
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also highly valued in today’s market for Chinese porcelain.73 Overglaze enamel decoration is 
signi  cantly less durable than underglaze blue because much of it lies on the surface of the 
glazed porcelain body. It was not, therefore, an ideal porcelain type for export in the Ming 
period, although some examples found their way as far as Europe (see chapter two).

As noted previously with reference to design regulations in court porcelain, another type 
of porcelain popular in Ming China was one covered with monochrome coloured glazes. 
[Fig. 1.7] Monochrome colours were popular in a wide range of Ming ceramics (including 
architectural) but, again, in vessels the colours were sometimes prescribed by their usage. 
For example, the primary monochrome glaze colours used on porcelains for of  cial ceremo-
nies in the Ming period were red (copper), yellow (iron), white (colourless) and dark blue 
(cobalt).74 Other monochrome colours, not evidently associated with any particular rituals 
or religion, were also used, such as turquoise, brown, iron red and copper green. The mono-
chrome glazes were made using mineral pigments, including the cobalt that was also used 
for underglaze painting, in a variety of base glazes, both high  ring and lower  ring. For 
example, cobalt blue monochromes were made with a standard high  ring porcelain glaze, 
whereas iron red (a more orange colour than copper red) and copper green monochromes 
were made using lower  ring lead-  uxed base glazes.75 Interestingly, these latter two colours 
appear on a Ming porcelain type that was exported in the 16th century. It was and is popular 
in Japan, hence its common classi  catory name of ‘kinrande’ 金襴手 or ‘gold brocade’ 
ware. These wares are normally simple porcelains decorated in blue and white inside and 
monochrome glazes outside, that are in turn embellished with gold-leaf patterns (see Fig. 2.7 
in the next chapter). Several examples of these have been found in European and American 
collections with further embellishments of silver gilt mounts of the 16th to 19th centuries 
which transform the Ming porcelains into recognizably European forms, such as the tazza, as 
will be discussed in the next chapter.

Like so many other techniques used in the creation of Ming porcelain, both overglaze 
enamels and monochrome glaze colours had been used and developed before the Ming 
period. With the former, the earliest examples demonstrating this technique were not por-
celain at all but rather stonewares made at what are today known collectively as the Cizhou 
kilns. These kilns were spread widely throughout North China, but the main excavation site 
(but not the only production site) is located at Guantai, Cixian, Henan province.76 Here, 
enamels, as they are popularly known today, were  rst used at the end of the 12th century. 
The range of colours was quite limited, consisting of black, red and yellow, but the effect 
was striking. Until that time, most ‘Cizhou’ wares were black-and-white or brown-and-
white, so the addition of new colours was notable. At Jingdezhen, where most Ming por-
celain was made, enamel decoration had been used experimentally during the Yuan period 
(1279–1368),77 but it was not until the early 15th century that single-colour enamels were 
introduced and then, in the second quarter of the century, multiple colours.78

What is interesting is how this decorative technique evolved during the Ming period, from 
a complex process with full underglaze blue outlines for all the design elements (doucai) to 
a simpler version with most of the outlining carried out in on-glaze enamels (wucai). This 
transition took place in the early years of the 16th century so that by the Jiajing reign period 
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the latter technique was standard. It appears to have been much less admired in later periods, 
however, as the Qing copies of Ming enamelled wares usually utilize the doucai technique. 
With this technological shift, we see yet another example of the non-linear development of 
ceramic technology in China. The classic progressive model of technological history does not 
allow for such movement from complex methods to the more simple, but in China, at least with 
ceramics, that was often the case. As has been noted elsewhere, a most striking example of this 
is found in glaze technology which saw the introduction of high-  red glazes before low-  red 
glazes, thus a less sophisticated technology followed the advanced version.79 What is at issue 
here therefore is our model of technological development.80 Certainly there is no reference in 
Ming ceramic-related literature to the notion of low-  red Han lead glazes being less sophisti-
cated than high-  red Shang celadons (nor the use of such technical descriptive terms).

A similar parallel can be seen in the development of monochrome glaze colours in the 
Ming period. One of the earliest to be developed, for example, was a monochrome copper 
red, which is one of the most dif  cult colours to achieve.81 One sees versions of this in earlier 
Song-period porcelains from Guangxi,82 but in the Ming period, what is notable is that, 
according to the archaeological record, this glaze appears before monochrome yellow, which 
is technically simpler. However this is analysed, what is now evident is just how important 
colour was in ceramics for certain Ming consumers (something also notable in other Ming 
arts), in contrast to the ware with a relative lack of colour (just one) which was more popular 
overseas: blue and white.

But even within this limited category of single-colour decoration, technology continually 
advanced, as can be seen in the re  nement of the cobalt mineral pigment. Throughout the 
Ming period, there were numerous empirical experiments with cobalt from various different 
sources and in various concentrations; true re  ned cobalt, free of impurities, was developed 
in the Wanli reign period (1573–1619).83 At the same time, experiments continued with body 
materials, with glaze chemistries and viscosities, with kiln designs and fuels, as well as with 
forming methods. If judged from surviving  nished pieces, Ming ceramics, particularly 
‘imperial’ examples, can seem conservative; but if looked at from a technological perspec-
tive, this was clearly a time of experimentation and technological advances, particularly in 
terms of decoration.

Designs and Form

The whiteness of Ming porcelain, or really porcelain in general, makes it an ideal surface for 
decoration, but the  ne-grained texture of Ming Jingdezhen porcelain also enabled the pro-
duction of designs and forms of many types. While the common manufacturing process for 
underglaze-decorated Ming porcelain required much of the decoration to be painted on to a dry 
but not  red surface (thus porous and slightly absorbent), the texture of this surface was very 
 ne, so skilled painters could create almost any design imaginable. What this means for Ming-

period porcelain is that the decoration was not limited by inferior materials or a lack of skill, so 
the designs re  ected Ming taste and approaches across the media, in terms of style, technique, 
colour and aesthetic. What might be called the Ming aesthetic (in the Baxandall sense of ‘the 
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period eye’), re  ected in surviving Ming porcelains, can also tell us something about how such 
objects were appreciated in Ming China, in addition to any contemporary texts.

The blank slate of porcelain was, at that time, decorated with designs and motifs that were 
universally popular, using a wide range of painting techniques; these even included text as 
part of or the whole design. Text can be, and is often, seen as a foundation of Chinese culture, 
and in the Ming period, its importance was as strong as ever. The text used on Ming porce-
lains was often simple, consisting of such meaningful characters such as ‘long life’ 寿, ‘good 
fortune’ 福, ‘happiness’ 喜, as well as everyday terms such as ‘tea’ 茶 or ‘meal room’ 食房. 
Text could also take the form of poems written on porcelains [Fig. 1.8] in standard forms of 
calligraphy or, as will be discussed below, dedicatory inscriptions. Thus the medium of por-
celain  tted into a pre-existing taste for decorative text and writing, writing as art, without 
having to be specially treated, unlike metalwork, which necessitated the engraving process 
for applying text, or textile embroidery or weaving, which also required complex processes 
to add text. With porcelain, text could be applied much as with ink on paper or silk.

This easy adaptability was also suited to  gurative painting, and most Ming porcelain 
was decorated with pictorial designs, narrative scenes or collections of motifs. Geometric 
designs were rare as the main decoration and usually only appeared as borders, in the form 
of key frets for example. In fact, many designs on Ming porcelains are framed by borders, 
or in later examples, cartouches, which suggests that porcelains in any form were seen as 
a pictorial surface.84 This aesthetic, combined with the taste for text or calligraphy, is part 
of what de  nes the visual characteristics of Ming porcelain. In terms of the inspiration for 
the designs most often seen on Ming porcelains, this also reveals a particular taste in Ming 
China for designs (as well as inscriptions) with standardized, recognizable or ‘auspicious’ 
meanings, such as ‘long life’ or ‘good fortune’, in lieu of text. Motifs could also be purely 
decorative but within a relatively restricted range of patterns, and, signi  cantly, they are 
standardized patterns rather than freehand drawings. This is related to several aspects of 
Ming society. Firstly, with the few exceptions noted previously, the decorators of porcelains 
were not individually recognized artists. The painting on porcelain therefore was not meant 
to represent an identi  able individual style, unlike, say, that of a famous painter or calligra-
pher. Even the named ‘potters’ are not described in Ming (and later) texts in the same way as 
painters or calligraphers, who are simply named. Hao Nineteen, for example, was not called 
by his surname ‘Wu’ 吴 but rather as no. 19, a taoshi 陶事 or ‘maker of pottery’, and unlike 
the work of painters, his pieces do not have individual titles.85

A second aspect of Ming society which de  ned the appearance of its porcelain was 
the conception of porcelain as a material. It was not (and still is not) inherently a valuable 
material, being made from clay, and thus individual ceramics were not of great monetary 
value until or unless they had been exceptionalised in some way. This could be done by 
commissioning, for example, so that a piece became valuable for its purpose and uniqueness. 
A porcelain could also become an antique, and therefore valuable within that category of 
object, but in the Ming period it was usually other types of ceramics that were collected as 
antiques, not porcelains, with just a few exceptions. According to middle and later Ming con-
noisseurship texts, most of the antique ceramics collected were Song stonewares (including 
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Ding ware, which is not a true porcelain), and the most acceptable porcelains were those 
made in two reign periods—Xuande and Chenghua in the  fteenth century.86 Thus, for the 
most part, porcelain was a contemporary ceramic material that suited a lot of purposes but 
not that of ‘art’, and it therefore was decorated in a style that was expected of an object in 
regular and common use. Interestingly, it was considered acceptable for this mainly quotid-
ian purpose at different levels of society. Everyone, including the emperor, came to need 
ceramics, and porcelain was the most widely used of the ceramic body materials available at 
that time. For example, in Ming China, porcelain was not only used as a surface for decora-
tion in the contemporary style but also for making a wide range of contemporary forms and 
shapes. Because it was a fairly plastic ceramic, almost any shape could be made in porcelain, 
and thus these shapes can tell us much about Ming taste in objects. Generally speaking, one 
sees the expected dishes, bowls and drinking vessels which, to the present-day connoisseur, 
can be and are said to re  ect Ming approaches to such ordinary forms. However, porcelain 
could also be used to replace more monetarily valuable materials (silver, gold or bronze, for 
example) when cheaper alternatives were needed, and it could also re  ect the Ming interest 
in the potential of technology to imitate other materials in a skeuomorphic manner. For 
example, porcelain was used to make fake lacquer, wood or metalwork; the only reason for 
this would be to demonstrate technical mastery which clearly then had some aesthetic and 
commercial value in Ming China.87

Since porcelain could be decorated and shaped in most of the ways desired, it could also 
contribute to the Ming aesthetic of archaism. This was re  ected in the taste for things of the 
past, whether the actual things, or copies of them, or simply decorative references to them.88 
In Ming porcelains (and other decorative arts), ‘archaism’ or ‘copying the ancient’ (fang gu 
仿古)89 was adopted in several ways, through forms of the past (often from other materials 
such as bronze), designs from the past from a wide range of materials, texts of the past, in 
the form of Tang or Song poems painted on vessels, or even reign names from the past, 
such as a ‘Xuande’ reign mark painted on a Chenghua-period vessel, for example.90 This 
practice has a long history in the arts of China and was well developed as an identi  able 
style by the Ming period. Most scholars do not think of archaism in terms of design, but 
a recent study of decorative arts of the Ming and Qing discusses it as a notable approach 
to decoration.91 In ceramics, however, it was certainly part of the decorative and formative 
repertoire without being prescriptive; if surviving objects are anything to judge by, there 
was no single de  nable ‘archaistic’ look or design, except in the case of porcelains made for 
of  cial rituals or ceremonies.92 An examination of such objects with archaistic designs and/
or forms reveals a range of motifs and patterns which are recognizably archaistic, as well as 
certain forms which fall into this category and which are to some degree standardized. For 
example, beyond those made for speci  c court uses, there is a range of forms both loosely 
or more closely based on ancient bronzes which were fashionable in the Ming period. These 
include incense burners of gui 簋 form, the jue 爵 cup in blue and white, the hu 壶 form 
which evolved into the ‘temple vase’, the gu 觚 and even drums. These also indicate that 
certain aspects of ‘the past’ were popular in the Ming, and thus archaism itself was subject 
to fashion.
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This was also true of designs or motifs which could represent the archaic but in ways 
which were complex to decode, at least from the perspective of today’s observer. Some of 
these designs appear to have been decorative, for example those with imitation ‘hanging 
blade’ designs (from Shang bronzes). Narrative scenes from ancient stories (such as San 
guo yan yi 三国演义 or Story of the Three Kingdoms) might also fall into this category, 
but they are often interpreted as didactic in purpose. However, other designs which were 
inspired by the past were also functional in the sense that they determined how the ceramic 
would be used. A very good example of this, which has been the subject of an extensive 
study by Maggie Wan, is the ‘Eight Trigrams’ (ba gua 八卦) design on porcelains for the 
Jiajing court.93 That the use of this motif was functional as well as decorative is proved by its 
application in traditional as well as reverse order: ‘the con  guration of the Eight Trigrams on 
Jiajing of  cial porcelain is closely connected to popular Daoist concepts of internal alchemy 
and ritual, which pervaded the court during that period.’94

We should also consider that the subjects of some designs could themselves be archaistic 
in their references to the past, and that archaism rather than instruction might have been their 
purpose. For example, on a porcelain tile in the British Museum, we can see a civil of  cial 
holding a tally, standing on a bridge which leads to what appear to be imperial palace struc-
tures enveloped in clouds. One of these structures is identi  ed by inscription as the Fengtian 
men 奉天门 or ‘Service to Heaven Gateway’.95 This would have been the gateway to the 
Service to Heaven Hall, which was a real place located in the early Ming imperial palace at 
Nanjing. This tile is dated by an inscription at the top to 1551, thus during the Jiajing reign 
period, and the subject matter references a palace location from the Hongwu period in the 
early Ming (1368–98), where the emperor would have received congratulatory memorials 
from of  cials.96 In both subject and inscription the Jiajing emperor is visually associated 
with the founder of the Ming, Hongwu, because he had essentially to start his own lineage 
upon the death of his predecessor.97 The text appearing above the main image on this tile is 
that of an imperial edict concerning moral behaviour, rare enough on porcelain, but what is 
interesting for our purposes is the shorter inscription (Fengtian men) relating to a location 
from the past. It is this location, and the reference to it, which would have made this tile most 
meaningful at the time it was made, and knowledge of this helps to date the piece.98

Archaism could also be  ltered through earlier period styles. One might  nd, for example, 
a Ming Chenghua mark and period porcelain with a form and glaze style based on a purport-
edly Song original [Fig. 1.9], which has been related to a trend for Southern Song (1127–
1279) academy painting styles in the 1440s.99 This type of archaism could be extended to a 
bronze form with a Song-style glaze which may have been inspired by a Song interpretation 
of that same form, rather than an ancient bronze original. These examples demonstrate that 
‘the past’ could be very distant or somewhat more recent in terms of decorative inspiration 
and that its transmission as a style may not have been direct. This can sometimes take quite 
sophisticated forms in Ming ceramics; a famous example is the Chenghua-period blue and 
white porcelain with a Xuande reign mark mentioned previously which was excavated from 
the Chenghua levels at Jingdezhen.100 There must have been consumers who would have 
understood the meaning of such a subtle reference, just as there may have been consumers 
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who were misled, whether intentionally or not.101 Broadly speaking, Ming ceramics, there-
fore, were a form of visual communication, just as paintings with inscriptions on them were 
at the same time.

Another social trend re  ected visually in Ming porcelain is the taste for foreign things, 
or at least things that looked foreign to the Ming consumer. As early as the beginning of the 
15th century, porcelains were being made in foreign shapes, some which are now widely 
believed to be Chinese, such as the ‘moon  ask’ or baoyueping/bianhu 宝月瓶/扁壶, which 
had been adopted from Middle Eastern glass forms. This is usually said to be a re  ection 
of the Yongle emperor’s imperial programme, involving the travels of Zhenghe, etc., but 
foreign shapes were also taken from other cultures closer to home, such as Tibet, where a 
textile form was borrowed for porcelain vessels in China, the so-called ‘monk’s cap ewer’ 
or sengmaohu 僧帽壶.102 Interestingly, ‘foreign’ inspiration for designs on Ming porcelains 
could also take the form of text. One sees, for example, Tibetan script on several surviving 
early 15th-century Ming vessels; in the later Ming, during the Zhengde 正德 reign (1506–
21), one also sees Arabic and Persian script on porcelains. Some of the best known of these 
porcelains take the form of functional vessels for use in calligraphy, such as brush rests, or 
associated forms such as table screens [Fig. 1.10]. The foreign text on these vessels ranges 
from the truly mundane (‘brush rest’) to the somewhat more meaningful, such as a passage 
from the Koran, but in both cases the foreign text is presented as decorative and part of the 
design. It functions in much the same way as the Chinese text discussed previously, which 
often similarly describes what is seen on a porcelain vessel or what it is to be used for (‘tea’, 
‘long life’, etc.).

A  nal issue which should be considered is the relationship between the visual appear-
ance and function of porcelain in Ming China. Porcelain clearly was considered to be an 
acceptable material for the production of a wide range of objects, much wider than those 
made in stoneware or wood, for example. This is partly to do with its adaptability—almost 
any form or decoration could be made from it or on it. But it is also because the material 
itself was abundant and did not have any intrinsic value. In contrast to precious metals, for 
example, or lacquer, which was incredibly labour-intensive to produce, there seemingly was 
no object for which porcelain was deemed unsuitable. Both everyday and religious vessels, 
burial goods and trade items were made of porcelain, and porcelain objects were used at all 
levels of society. Owning gold plate was an obvious visual sign of wealth, so its use always 
made a statement about its owner. In contrast, using porcelain in certain situations might 
suggest straitened  nancial circumstances, simple ef  ciency or simply a desire for good 
performance. You could cook, pickle, chill, serve, sit on, etc. a porcelain object but not gold, 
silver or lacquer ones.

Thus in terms of use value porcelain in some ways had greater value than more precious 
materials in the Ming. It was used not only as a building material but also to make fur-
niture in the form of garden seats, which are still being manufactured and enjoyed today. 
Bird feeders were also made of porcelain, as well as cricket jars for cricket games,103 land 
deeds for burial sites, ritual vessels for imperial ceremonies, and so on. It was a material that 
de  ned, re  ected and supported multiple aspects of life and death in Ming China.



Text of Shao Bao’s Guan tao shuo (from the online Wenyuange edition of the Siku quanshu)
Rongchuntang qianji 榮春堂前集, juan 9, 13–14

觀陶說

邵子觀于景德之陶歴群工所咸造焉客或嘆曰吁陶

之為噐其難矣哉方其取土於山猶夫石也碓而粉之

澄之以水濾之以渠浥之以甓和之以漿始可以揉而

規之又必削其未整焉因以壞者什一磨其未澤焉壞

者什二潤之以膏飾之以采内諸火而出焉壊者什五

其幸不壞者璺隙疣玷又什之三葢自始規而至成噐

以獻于尚膳其不得與焉者多矣然取土而舁者若干

人碓者若干人澄者濾者浥者和而揉者削者磨者潤

且飾者納諸火者各若干人凡越工者十而后噐斯得

其成也其獻之上不過備一御耳為之如是其難而用

之不以為異是可嘆也邵子曰是誠難矣雖然吾猶以

為易也夫取土而制其質澄濾浥和而後就規刮磨潤

飾而後就火茍不壞者皆成噐矣噐而獻之不過三月

則離山野而薦諸郊廟陳諸宮寢祭祀享燕實與有用

14

焉斯亦異矣視其為之之難亦何負哉乃若君子之修

身以待用者材以為土學以為碓戒以為澄省以為濾

從義以為浥力行以為和循禮以為規研精以為刮師

友以為磨出詞以為潤表儀以為采自試而徵之以去

其疣隙玷璺近者十年遠者三四十年曾不得望君門

而效用焉甚或終其身於山野其視夫陶也又何如邪

寶方陶於人才知其難焉故陶吾猶以為易也客起而

謝曰吾聞萬室不足於一陶今乃知其難若是雖然噐

猶末也請著以為說俾用才者知焉

Appendix
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